This paper presents a pilot study of opinion summarization on conversations. We create a corpus containing extractive and abstractive summaries of speaker's opinion towards a given topic using 88 telephone conversations. We adopt two methods to perform extractive summarization. The first one is a sentence-ranking method that linearly combines scores measured from different aspects including topic relevance, subjectivity, and sentence importance. The second one is a graph-based method, which incorporates topic and sentiment information, as well as additional information about sentence-to-sentence relations extracted based on dialogue structure. Our evaluation results show that both methods significantly outperform the baseline approach that extracts the longest utterances. In particular, we find that incorporating dialogue structure in the graph-based method contributes to the improved system performance.
Introduction
Both sentiment analysis (opinion recognition) and summarization have been well studied in recent years in the natural language processing (NLP) community. Most of the previous work on sentiment analysis has been conducted on reviews. Summarization has been applied to different genres, such as news articles, scientific articles, and speech domains including broadcast news, meetings, conversations and lectures. However, opinion summarization has not been explored much. This can be useful for many domains, especially for processing the increasing amount of conversation recordings (telephone conversations, customer service, round-table discussions or interviews in broadcast programs) where we often need to find a person's opinion or attitude, for example, "how does the speaker think about capital punishment and why?". This kind of questions can be treated as a topic-oriented opinion summarization task. Opinion summarization was run as a pilot task in Text Analysis Conference (TAC) in 2008. The task was to produce summaries of opinions on specified targets from a set of blog documents. In this study, we investigate this problem using spontaneous conversations. The problem is defined as, given a conversation and a topic, a summarization system needs to generate a summary of the speaker's opinion towards the topic.
This task is built upon opinion recognition and topic or query based summarization. However, this problem is challenging in that: (a) Summarization in spontaneous speech is more difficult than well structured text (Mckeown et al., 2005) , because speech is always less organized and has recognition errors when using speech recognition output; (b) Sentiment analysis in dialogues is also much harder because of the genre difference compared to other domains like product reviews or news resources, as reported in (Raaijmakers et al., 2008) ; (c) In conversational speech, information density is low and there are often off topic discussions, therefore presenting a need to identify utterances that are relevant to the topic.
In this paper we perform an exploratory study on opinion summarization in conversations. We compare two unsupervised methods that have been widely used in extractive summarization: sentenceranking and graph-based methods. Our system attempts to incorporate more information about topic relevancy and sentiment scores. Furthermore, in the graph-based method, we propose to better incorporate the dialogue structure information in the graph in order to select salient summary utterances. We have created a corpus of reasonable size in this study. Our experimental results show that both methods achieve better results compared to the baseline.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses related work. Section 3 describes the corpus and annotation scheme we used. We explain our opinion-oriented conversation summarization system in Section 4 and present experimental results and analysis in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Related Work
Research in document summarization has been well established over the past decades. Many tasks have been defined such as single-document summarization, multi-document summarization, and querybased summarization. Previous studies have used various domains, including news articles, scientific articles, web documents, reviews. Recently there is an increasing research interest in speech summarization, such as conversational telephone speech (Zhu and Penn, 2006; Zechner, 2002) , broadcast news Lin et al., 2009) , lectures (Zhang et al., 2007; Furui et al., 2004) , meetings (Murray et al., 2005; Xie and Liu, 2010) , voice mails (Koumpis and Renals, 2005) . In general speech domains seem to be more difficult than well written text for summarization. In previous work, unsupervised methods like Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR), Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), and supervised methods that cast the extraction problem as a binary classification task have been adopted. Prior research has also explored using speech specific information, including prosodic features, dialog structure, and speech recognition confidence.
In order to provide a summary over opinions, we need to find out which utterances in the conversation contain opinion. Most previous work in sentiment analysis has focused on reviews (Pang and Lee, 2004; Popescu and Etzioni, 2005; Ng et al., 2006) and news resources (Wiebe and Riloff, 2005) . Many kinds of features are explored, such as lexical features (unigram, bigram and trigram), part-of-speech tags, dependency relations. Most of prior work used classification methods such as naive Bayes or SVMs to perform the polarity classification or opinion detection. Only a handful studies have used conversational speech for opinion recognition (Murray and Carenini, 2009; Raaijmakers et al., 2008) , in which some domain-specific features are utilized such as structural features and prosodic features.
Our work is also related to question answering (QA), especially opinion question answering. (Stoyanov et al., 2005 ) applies a subjectivity filter based on traditional QA systems to generate opinionated answers. (Balahur et al., 2010) answers some specific opinion questions like "Why do people criticize Richard Branson?" by retrieving candidate sentences using traditional QA methods and selecting the ones with the same polarity as the question. Our work is different in that we are not going to answer specific opinion questions, instead, we provide a summary on the speaker's opinion towards a given topic.
There exists some work on opinion summarization. For example, (Hu and Liu, 2004; Nishikawa et al., 2010) have explored opinion summarization in review domain, and (Paul et al., 2010) summarizes contrastive viewpoints in opinionated text. However, opinion summarization in spontaneous conversation is seldom studied.
Corpus Creation
Though there are many annotated data sets for the research of speech summarization and sentiment analysis, there is no corpus available for opinion summarization on spontaneous speech. Thus for this study, we create a new pilot data set using a subset of the Switchboard corpus (Godfrey and Holliman, 1997) . 1 These are conversational telephone speech between two strangers that were assigned a topic to talk about for around 5 minutes. They were told to find the opinions of the other person. There are 70 topics in total. From the Switchboard cor-pus, we selected 88 conversations from 6 topics for this study. We recruited 3 annotators that are all undergraduate computer science students. From the 88 conversations, we selected 18 (3 from each topic) and let all three annotators label them in order to study inter-annotator agreement. The rest of the conversations has only one annotation.
The annotators have access to both conversation transcripts and audio files. For each conversation, the annotator writes an abstractive summary of up to 100 words for each speaker about his/her opinion or attitude on the given topic. They were told to use the words in the original transcripts if possible. Then the annotator selects up to 15 DAs (no minimum limit) in the transcripts for each speaker, from which their abstractive summary is derived. The selected DAs are used as the human generated extractive summary. In addition, the annotator is asked to select an overall opinion towards the topic for each speaker among five categories: strongly support, somewhat support, neutral, somewhat against, strongly against. Therefore for each conversation, we have an abstractive summary, an extractive summary, and an overall opinion for each speaker. The following shows an example of such annotation for speaker B in a dialogue about "capital punishment":
[Extractive Summary] I think I've seen some statistics that say that, uh, it's more expensive to kill somebody than to keep them in prison for life.
committing them mostly is, you know, either crimes of passion or at the moment or they think they're not going to get caught but you also have to think whether it's worthwhile on the individual basis, for example, someone like, uh, jeffrey dahlmer, by putting him in prison for life, there is still a possibility that he will get out again.
I don't think he could ever redeem himself, but if you look at who gets accused and who are the ones who actually get executed, it's very racially related -and ethnically related
[Abstractive Summary] B is against capital punishment except under certain circumstances. B finds that crimes deserving of capital punishment are "crimes of the moment" and as a result feels that capital punishment is not an effective deterrent. however, B also recognizes that on an individual basis some criminals can never "redeem" themselves.
[Overall Opinion] Somewhat against Table 2 shows the compression ratio of the extractive summaries and abstractive summaries as well as their standard deviation. Because in conversations, utterance length varies a lot, we use words as units when calculating the compression ratio.
avg ratio stdev extractive summaries 0.26 0.13 abstractive summaries 0.13 0.06 Table 2 : Compression ratio and standard deviation of extractive and abstractive summaries.
We measured the inter-annotator agreement among the three annotators for the 18 conversations (each has two speakers, thus 36 "documents" in total). Results are shown in Table 3 . For the extractive or abstractive summaries, we use ROUGE scores (Lin, 2004) , a metric used to evaluate automatic summarization performance, to measure the pairwise agreement of summaries from different annotators. ROUGE F-scores are shown in the table for different matches, unigram (R-1), bigram (R-2), and longest subsequence (R-L). For the overall opinion category, since it is a multiclass label (not binary decision), we use Krippendorff's α coefficient to measure human agreement, and the difference function for interval data: δ 2 ck = (c − k) 2 (where c, k are the interval values, on a scale of 1 to 5 corresponding to the five categories for the overall opinion).
We notice that the inter-annotator agreement for extractive summaries is comparable to other speech Table 3 : Inter-annotator agreement for extractive and abstractive summaries, and overall opinion.
summary annotation (Liu and Liu, 2008) . The agreement on abstractive summaries is much lower than extractive summaries, which is as expected. Even for the same opinion or sentence, annotators use different words in the abstractive summaries.
The agreement for the overall opinion annotation is similar to other opinion/emotion studies (Wilson, 2008b ), but slightly lower than the level recommended by Krippendorff for reliable data (α = 0.8) (Hayes and Krippendorff, 2007) , which shows it is even difficult for humans to determine what opinion a person holds (support or against something). Often human annotators have different interpretations about the same sentence, and a speaker's opinion/attitude is sometimes ambiguous. Therefore this also demonstrates that it is more appropriate to provide a summary rather than a simple opinion category to answer questions about a person's opinion towards something.
Opinion Summarization Methods
Automatic summarization can be divided into extractive summarization and abstractive summarization. Extractive summarization selects sentences from the original documents to form a summary; whereas abstractive summarization requires generation of new sentences that represent the most salient content in the original documents like humans do. Often extractive summarization is used as the first step to generate abstractive summary. As a pilot study for the problem of opinion summarization in conversations, we treat this problem as an extractive summarization task. This section describes two approaches we have explored in generating extractive summaries. The first one is a sentence-ranking method, in which we measure the salience of each sentence according to a linear combination of scores from several dimensions. The second one is a graph-based method, which incorporates the dialogue structure in ranking. We choose to investigate these two methods since they have been widely used in text and speech summarization, and perform competitively. In addition, they do not require a large labeled data set for modeling training, as needed in some classification or feature based summarization approaches.
Sentence Ranking
In this method, we use Equation 1 to assign a score to each DA s, and select the most highly ranked ones until the length constriction is satisfied.
(1)
• sim(s, D) is the cosine similarity between DA s and all the utterances in the dialogue from the same speaker, D. It measures the relevancy of s to the entire dialogue from the target speaker. This score is used to represent the salience of the DA. It has been shown to be an important indicator in summarization for various domains. For cosine similarity measure, we use TF*IDF (term frequency, inverse document frequency) term weighting. The IDF values are obtained using the entire Switchboard corpus, treating each conversation as a document.
• REL(s, topic) measures the topic relevance of DA s. It is the sum of the topic relevance of all the words in the DA. We only consider the content words for this measure. They are identified using TreeTagger toolkit. 2 To measure the relevance of a word to a topic, we use Pairwise Mutual Information (PMI):
where all the statistics are collected from the Switchboard corpus: p(w&topic) denotes the probability that word w appears in a dialogue of topic t, and p(w) is the probability of w appearing in a dialogue of any topic. Since our goal is to rank DAs in the same dialog, and the topic is the same for all the DAs, we drop p(topic) when calculating PMI scores. Because the value of P M I(w, topic) is negative, we transform it into a positive one (denoted by P M I + (w, topic)) by adding the absolute value of the minimum value. The final relevance score of each sentence is normalized to [0, 1] using linear normalization:
• sentiment(s) indicates the probability that utterance s contains opinion. To obtain this, we trained a maximum entropy classifier with a bag-of-words model using a combination of data sets from several domains, including movie data (Pang and Lee, 2004) , news articles from MPQA corpus (Wilson and Wiebe, 2003) , and meeting transcripts from AMI corpus (Wilson, 2008a ). Each sentence (or DA) in these corpora is annotated as "subjective" or "objective". We use each utterance's probability of being "subjective" predicted by the classifier as its sentiment score.
• length(s) is the length of the utterance. This score can effectively penalize the short sentences which typically do not contain much important content, especially the backchannels that appear frequently in dialogues. We also perform linear normalization such that the final value lies in [0, 1].
Graph-based Summarization
Graph-based methods have been widely used in document summarization. In this approach, a document is modeled as an adjacency matrix, where each node represents a sentence, and the weight of the edge between each pair of sentences is their similarity (cosine similarity is typically used). An iterative process is used until the scores for the nodes converge. Previous studies (Erkan and Radev, 2004) showed that this method can effectively extract important sentences from documents. The basic framework we use in this study is similar to the query-based graph summarization system in (Zhao et al., 2009 ). We also consider sentiment and topic relevance information, and propose to incorporate information obtained from dialog structure in this framework. The score for a DA s is based on its content similarity with all other DAs in the dialogue, the connection with other DAs based on the dialogue structure, the topic relevance, and its subjectivity, that is:
where C is the set of all DAs in the dialogue; REL(s, topic) and sentiment(s) are the same as those in the above sentence ranking method; sim(s, v) is the cosine similarity between two DAs s and v. In addition to the standard connection between two DAs with an edge weight sim(s, v), we introduce new connections ADJ(s, v) to model dialog structure. It is a directed edge from s to v, defined as follows:
• If s and v are from the same speaker and within the same turn, there is an edge from s to v and an edge from v to s with weight 1/dis(s, v) (ADJ(s, v) = ADJ(v, s) = 1/dis(s, v)), where dis(s, v) is the distance between s and v, measured based on their DA indices. This way the DAs in the same turn can reinforce each other. For example, if we consider that one DA is important, then the other DAs in the same turn are also important.
• If s and v are from the same speaker, and separated only by one DA from another speaker with length less than 3 words (usually backchannel), there is an edge from s to v as well as an edge from v to s with weight 1 (ADJ(s, v) = ADJ(v, s) = 1).
• If s and v form a question-answer pair from two speakers, then there is an edge from question s to answer v with weight 1 (ADJ(s, v) = 1).
We use a simple rule-based method to determine question-answer pairs -sentence s has question marks or contains "wh-word" (i.e., "what, how, why"), and sentence v is the immediately following one. The motivation for adding this connection is, if the score of a question sentence is high, then the answer's score is also boosted.
• If s and v form an agreement or disagreement pair, then there is an edge from v to s with weight 1 (ADJ(v, s) = 1). This is also determined by simple rules: sentence v contains the word "agree" or "disagree", s is the previous sentence, and from a different speaker. The reason for adding this is similar to the above question-answer pairs.
• If there are multiple edges generated from the above steps between two nodes, then we use the highest weight.
Since we are using a directed graph for the sentence connections to model dialog structure, the resulting adjacency matrix is asymmetric. This is different from the widely used graph methods for summarization. Also note that in the first sentence ranking method or the basic graph methods, summarization is conducted for each speaker separately. Utterances from one speaker have no influence on the summary decision for the other speaker. Here in our proposed graph-based method, we introduce connections between the two speakers, so that the adjacency pairs between them can be utilized to extract salient utterances.
Experiments

Experimental Setup
The 18 conversations annotated by all 3 annotators are used as test set, and the rest of 70 conversations are used as development set to tune the parameters (determining the best combination weights). In preprocessing we applied word stemming. We perform extractive summarization using different word compression ratios (ranging from 10% to 25%). We use human annotated dialogue acts (DA) as the extraction units. The system-generated summaries are compared to human annotated extractive and abstractive summaries. We use ROUGE as the evaluation metrics for summarization performance.
We compare our methods to two systems. The first one is a baseline system, where we select the longest utterances for each speaker. This has been shown to be a relatively strong baseline for speech summarization (Gillick et al., 2009) . The second one is human performance. We treat each annotator's extractive summary as a system summary, and compare to the other two annotators' extractive and abstractive summaries. This can be considered as the upper bound of our system performance.
Results
From the development set, we used the grid search method to obtain the best combination weights for the two summarization methods. In the sentenceranking method, the best parameters found on the development set are λ sim = 0, λ rel = 0.3, λ sent = 0.3, λ len = 0.4. It is surprising to see that the similarity score is not useful for this task. The possible reason is, in Switchboard conversations, what people talk about is diverse and in many cases only topic words (except stopwords) appear more than once. In addition, REL score is already able to catch the topic relevancy of the sentence. Thus, the similarity score is redundant here.
In the graph-based method, the best parameters are λ sim = 0, λ adj = 0.3, λ rel = 0.4, λ sent = 0.3. The similarity between each pair of utterances is also not useful, which can be explained with similar reasons as in the sentence-ranking method. This is different from graph-based summarization systems for text domains. A similar finding has also been shown in (Garg et al., 2009) , where similarity be- tween utterances does not perform well in conversation summarization. Figure 1 shows the ROUGE-1 F-scores comparing to human extractive and abstractive summaries for different compression ratios. Similar patterns are observed for other ROUGE scores such as ROUGE-2 or ROUGE-L, therefore they are not shown here. Both methods improve significantly over the baseline approach. There is relatively less improvement using a higher compression ratio, compared to a lower one. This is reasonable because when the compression ratio is low, the most salient utterances are not necessarily the longest ones, thus using more information sources helps better identify important sentences; but when the compression ratio is higher, longer utterances are more likely to be selected since they contain more content.
There is no significant difference between the two methods. When compared to extractive reference summaries, sentence-ranking is slightly better except for the compression ratio of 0.1. When compared to abstractive reference summaries, the graphbased method is slightly better. The two systems share the same topic relevance score (REL) and sentiment score, but the sentence-ranking method prefers longer DAs and the graph-based method prefers DAs that are emphasized by the ADJ matrix, such as the DA in the middle of a cluster of utterances from the same speaker, the answer to a question, etc.
Analysis
To analyze the effect of dialogue structure we introduce in the graph-based summarization method, we compare two configurations: λ adj = 0 (only using REL score and sentiment score in ranking) and λ adj = 0.3. We generate summaries using these two setups and compare with human selected sentences. Table 4 shows the number of false positive instances (selected by system but not by human) and false negative ones (selected by human but not by system). We use all three annotators' annotation as reference, and consider an utterance as positive if one annotator selects it. This results in a large number of reference summary DAs (because of low human agreement), and thus the number of false negatives in the system output is very high. As expected, a smaller compression ratio (fewer selected DAs in the system output) yields a higher false negative rate and a lower false positive rate. From the results, we can see that generally adding adjacency matrix information is able to reduce both types of errors except when the compression ratio is 0.15.
The following shows an example, where the third DA is selected by the system with λ adj = 0.3, but not by λ adj = 0. This is partly because the weight of the second DA is enhanced by the the question- Table 4 : The number of false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) instances using the graph-based method with λ adj = 0 and λ adj = 0.3 for different compression ratios.
answer pair (the first and the second DA), and thus subsequently boosting the score of the third DA. We also examined the system output and human annotation and found some reasons for the system errors:
(a) Topic relevance measure. We use the statistics from the Switchboard corpus to measure the relevance of each word to a given topic (PMI score), therefore only when people use the same word in different conversations of the topic, the PMI score of this word and the topic is high. However, since the size of the corpus is small, some topics only contain a few conversations, and some words only appear in one conversation even though they are topicrelevant. Therefore the current PMI measure cannot properly measure a word's and a sentence's topic relevance. This problem leads to many false negative errors (relevant sentences are not captured by our system).
(b) Extraction units. We used DA segments as units for extractive summarization, which can be problematic. In conversational speech, sometimes a DA segment is not a complete sentence because of overlaps and interruptions. We notice that annotators tend to select consecutive DAs that constitute a complete sentence, however, since each individual DA is not quite meaningful by itself, they are often not selected by the system. The following segment is extracted from a dialogue about "universal health insurance". The two DAs from speaker B are not selected by our system but selected by human annotators, causing false negative errors.
B: and it just can devastate -A: and your constantly, -B: -your budget, you know.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper investigates two unsupervised methods in opinion summarization on spontaneous conversations by incorporating topic score and sentiment score in existing summarization techniques. In the sentence-ranking method, we linearly combine several scores in different aspects to select sentences with the highest scores. In the graph-based method, we use an adjacency matrix to model the dialogue structure and utilize it to find salient utterances in conversations. Our experiments show that both methods are able to improve the baseline approach, and we find that the cosine similarity between utterances or between an utterance and the whole document is not as useful as in other document summarization tasks.
In future work, we will address some issues identified from our error analysis. First, we will investigate ways to represent a sentence's topic relevance. Second, we will evaluate using other extraction units, such as applying preprocessing to remove disfluencies and concatenate incomplete sentence segments together. In addition, it would be interesting to test our system on speech recognition output and automatically generated DA boundaries to see how robust it is.
